MANUFACTURING: STEPPING UP TO THE SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE
Against a backdrop of rising concern about climate change impacts manufacturers are increasingly proving that environmental improvements pay in more ways than one. More than two thirds of manufacturers have reduced their costs whilst increasing environmental protections. Unsurprisingly businesses reported that cost savings was a driver for implementing change. However, they are increasingly looking beyond the simple energy saving measures and deepening their environmental credentials to respond to customer demands. Manufacturers are looking outside their own business and challenging their supply chains to explore new ways to maximise their resource use and reduce plastics waste.

The Committee on Climate Change’s recent recommendation of a ‘net-zero’ Green House Gas emissions target by 2050 triggered further public debate about the role of the public, companies and the government in addressing environmental problems. Many felt that all three should move faster and with more ambition even than the report’s recommendations. Despite a highly uncertain political landscape in the UK movements such as the ‘Extinction Rebellion’ have ensured climate change remains firmly on the political agenda.

Our research shows that manufacturers are committed to sustainability and the benefits that brings to their business, their customers and the environment. The biggest barrier to businesses doing more on environmental sustainability and energy efficiency was an insufficient return on investment.

The UK’s decision to leave the EU has significant ramifications for environmental policy, which has largely been driven and overseen by the EU. A new framework is now being developed to manage England’s environment over the long term. Scotland and Wales have their own plans. For manufacturers, the future governance process can seem like an abstract process, but it will set the boundaries within which they will be expected to operate.

In that context, we review the manufacturing sector’s approach to sustainability from the bottom up, starting with what the sector is doing already and what drives change in these uncertain times.

Taking energy management as an example for a deeper dive, we have found around half of manufacturers are taking simpler steps such as implementing employee engagement programs and installing more efficient equipment. Nearly a fifth have taken further steps, installing onsite renewables and investigating power purchase agreements.

Unsurprisingly in a sector where a significant majority of players are not household names with brands to promote, or at least protect from negative publicity, cost savings remain the main driver of action. And – where those are missing – the main barrier.

However, we see an increasing number of companies looking further ahead to future-proof their business and across more of their value chain. There is also a growing awareness of the new markets that are opening up, and investors are giving more thought to environmental risk as well as potential opportunities. With concerns about the environment high on young people’s agendas it is also essential that manufacturers think about the image the sector represents if it wants to attract a skilled and motivated work force.

With that in mind, we suggest those companies that haven’t already made sustainability a board-level issue consider it as part of wider long-term business planning.

We also call on government to take better account of how business operates when designing environmental policy. This includes setting long-term goals where the responsibility falling to each actor is clear to enable appropriate investment, taking a supportive approach where larger scale changes are required and harnessing the power of supply chains, sector agreements, and voluntary certification where these can avoid the need for regulation.
Key Findings

- 71% of respondents reported that the last environmental improvement they made reduced costs. 79% of respondents said this was a driver for implementing that improvement.

- Energy saving is a typical first step because it is easily quantifiable for businesses. Half of respondents were taking steps towards greater energy efficiency.

- Once regulatory requirements and easy cost saving measures have been implemented, companies are taking the next step towards reducing their impact on the environment. Measures can include maximising resource use, waste reduction and looking at the impact of their wider supply chain.

- Pressure along the supply chain can be a major driver for businesses to ‘green’ their products. 25% of companies in our survey were taking action to meet customer demands. In fact, nearly two thirds of respondents had achieved or were working towards standards such as ISO14001.

- The biggest barrier to businesses doing more on environmental sustainability was an insufficient return on investment. This was the same for energy efficiency measures.
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The past couple of years have seen growing public interest in some environmental issues, particularly plastics and air pollution, and government is responding accordingly. The finance sector too has been more vocal about the risks of climate change. However, manufacturers continue to face a broad range of challenges, not least of them Brexit. In this context, we thought it would be useful to look again at the environmental improvements they are making, what drives them and what stops them going further.

We have surveyed Make UK’s members about sustainability twice for this report, once as part of a wider assessment of chief executives’ views, focusing that time on climate and energy, and later in the year in the form of a more detailed survey sent to experts within companies. As well as ongoing conversations with our members, we also interviewed several experts with connections to the sector. Thanks to the following for their support: Martin Baxter, Executive Director for Policy at the Institute for Environmental Management; Steve Reeson, Head of Climate Change and Policy at the Food and Drink Federation; Professor Paul Leinster, Professor of Environmental Assessment, Cranfield University; Anita Lloyd, Director, Squire Patton Boggs; and Prof Steve Evans, Director of Research, Institute for Manufacturing at The University of Cambridge.

As the rest of this section shows, it seems there is a progressive journey manufacturers take with respect to the environment. Most have taken some basic first steps that have an obvious and immediate return. Whether they have moved beyond this to address wider impacts, such as the impact of their supply chain or examining new business models or greening products, depends on a range of factors including their sector, size, ethos and public profile. Across the sector as a whole, the biggest driver is clearly financial savings but issues such as regulation and demand from customers are also significant.

Easy wins

With energy saving there is a clear quantifiable return, making this a common first step. Figure 1 below focuses specifically on energy-related actions. It illustrates how Make UK’s members have tended to start with “no-regret” measures with little or no upfront cost such as encouraging employees to be more energy conscious, and switching machines off during breaks before progressing to more substantial investments.

Energy costs typically make up a small amount of spend and turnover (around 2%) but for some of our members they are much more substantial. Data compiled by the government shows there are sixteen sectors, nine of which are classed as energy intensive industries, for which energy costs account for more than 10% of expenditure. (The figure is as high as 32% for the iron and steel sector.) These sixteen account for four percent of the UK’s total GVA.

![Figure 1: Energy management activities being undertaken or planned by manufacturers](source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018)
Demand Side Response (DSR), which features relatively prominently here given it is still relatively new, refers to the turn down of equipment at times of peak electricity demand. Uptake may increase as the market becomes more standardised as it offers a financial return, however there is still considerable wariness about letting the third-party aggregators that often provide this service onsite.

Switching to renewable electricity and heat or installing batteries, requires more substantial upfront investment and payback periods that may be challenging for some companies. To make these technologies pay for themselves it is often necessary to stack a whole series of different revenue streams against them, including DSR, savings from avoiding peak grid pricing periods and, until its recent demise, income from the Feed-in Tariff subsidy scheme.

Other early stage activities that also have a clear upfront saving include steps to reduce waste by ensuring it is recycled back into processes, avoiding over-ordering and training staff to be more conscious of the issue.

When asked about their last major investment in sustainability, almost 80% of Make UK members said that reducing costs was a key driver for that investment (see figure 2). This is consistent with previous surveys and more than 20 percentage points higher than the next biggest driver. It was also cited the main driver for the investment in more than a third of cases. Other key drivers for environmental improvements cited by respondents were:

- **Company image**: There is clearly a benefit for some companies in promoting their environmental credentials and avoiding negative publicity. However, it is notable that this was rarely identified as the leading driver among survey respondents, probably because most of Make UK’s members are in business-to-business not end consumer markets.

- **Regulatory requirements**: These vary by sector and size of company but some members face strict environmental permitting requirements requiring action on their sites to prevent air pollution for example. Others will manufacture products such as cars that are heavily regulated, products in which certain chemicals aren’t allowed, or simply place items such as packaging or electronics on the market that come with end-of-life responsibilities.

- **Replacing outdated equipment**: In some sectors, manufacturing plant is expected to last several decades. It is often when companies replace equipment or move sites that the biggest opportunities for improvement occur. One of our interviewees, Steve Reeson of the Food and Drink Federation, had this to say: The big step change is really when you replace the equipment and optimise it. This could be replacing a whole plant, moving site, a production line. That’s the big opportunity to do something about energy efficiency, it’s about the next investment cycle, that’s where the step change is.

- **Voluntary certification for environmental or energy management (see box on ISO14001)**: This may be a customer requirement. Around two thirds of respondents to our sustainability survey said that their businesses had, or planned to achieve, certification against the newly upgraded standard.

---

**Figure 2: Driver for the last change/investment that achieved a positive environmental outcome**

![Bar chart showing the drivers for last change/investment achieving a positive environmental outcome](chart)

- **Source**: Climate and Energy Survey 2018

---

\[\text{Source: \textit{EEF, 2016, Upgrading Power}}\]
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Next steps

Companies that have implemented the easiest cost saving measures and complied with any regulatory requirements may then look to their wider environmental impacts.

Here’s one high-profile company setting out its view:

“There’s more in the mix than regulation. Regulatory concerns are the minimum. Climate change isn’t going away and there’s certainly more pressure there. Access to resources, whether that’s energy or simply having the resources to make products now and in the future products is key and ties in with the circular economy so being able to recycle things into a valuable product is a key driver as well. Environment manager, Make UK member company

A portion of manufacturers are also looking outside of their own organisations to their supply chains and the products they produce. This can future-proof a business against risks associated with their supply chains – the use of unsustainable sources of palm oil to take one example – or ranges of products. Examples of the latter might include diesel cars, which until recently were promoted as the solution to climate change but are now being more actively targeted by air pollution policies, and single use plastic items.

Companies such as Unilever have set their environmental targets based on the lifecycles of their products, aiming to address the points at which they cause most environmental harm, even if those are outside the firm’s direct control. Another example would be the 115 companies from around the world that ask their suppliers to quantify and report on their efforts to manage climate, water and deforestation related risks.

As with mandatory product standards, particularly tailpipe emissions limits for cars, pressure coming along the supply chain can be a major driver for businesses without the same immediate focus on sustainability as shown by the 25% of companies in our sustainability survey taking action to comply with customer requirements.

Figure 4 shows, where companies have greened their products, company image is a key factor as are certification standards and market demand.

Interviewees highlighted a considerable range of reasons companies of all sizes could be at different stages of the sustainability journey. Many of the high profile examples of particularly progressive companies, eg Siemens or Unilever have a public image to manage or sell products in this area. Others are in sectors such as food or construction where regulation or voluntary standards and wider public concern have prompted the calculation of products’ whole lifecycle impacts.

Finally, it’s important to note that it’s not for lack of willingness that most companies aren’t doing more. Manufacturers see the importance of playing their part in tackling issues such as climate change. The challenge is balancing this against day-to-day operating requirements – staff availability, management time, skill sets and availability of capital.

Figure 3: Main driver (follow up question)

Complying with UK law, an environmental permit, or law in a market you are exporting to

Obtaining voluntary certification (e.g. ISO 14001 or BS 6001)

Replacing outdated/aging equipment

Satisfying requirements set by companies in our supply chain

Differentiating yourself in the market

Improving company image/ethos

Parent company policy

More secure supply of raw materials or energy

Strong direction from board level

Other

Source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018
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ISO 14001

The long-established ISO 14001 standard allows businesses to work towards certification of their environmental management systems – as demanded by some customers – but also operates as a framework in which businesses can get information and develop those strategies.

The latest iteration stretches beyond onsite management systems, forcing board-level engagement with the environment and encouraging firms to build sustainability into their whole business models rather than leaving it siloed as a compliance concern. The graph below indicates no drop off in popularity following the changes, and that a quarter of respondents to the sustainability survey thought the new program would change their Company ethos/image.

ISO 14001 revisions

For other types of environmental improvement, the barriers are more varied and higher. Besides, financial payback, our members regularly cite problems with skills, information and awareness, and lack of interest from customers and management.

Strong direction from the board was cited as a driver of environmental improvement in more than a quarter of cases in our sustainability survey and slightly over half of respondents said they had a strong board level champion for climate and environmental issues. This was also an issue discussed by our interviewee Paul Leinster, who noted it could vary as a factor from company to company:

“What is the driver? There are some companies that will act in a certain way as an expression of their belief system. Others because it gives them a competitive advantage. For many

What is stopping further action?

Our survey respondents and interviewees set out a range of barriers to further environmental action in the manufacturing sector, with the biggest barrier seen by respondents as an insufficient or slow return on investment (see Figure 5).

Even for those improvements that clearly save money, particularly raw material and energy efficiency improvements, the rate at which investments pay back is an issue. Most companies cannot invest in projects with more than a couple of years' payback and even then projects are competing against request for funding from other parts of the business and for management attention.

This also explains the third of companies that saw lack of government support as a barrier.
listed companies there often needs to be a strong financial reason for going beyond compliance otherwise they may not be viewed as maximising shareholder value.” Professor Paul Leinster

Research suggests that while smaller businesses can be more agile in their ability to implement sustainability strategies, in some respects, they are more likely to be held back by a lack of expertise. This was also a point made by environmental lawyer Anita Lloyd, a partner at law firm Squire Patton Boggs, specialising in the environmental risks of transactions:

"Very often larger organisations have more expert people in their teams, such as an environmental manager, where a smaller organisation may not. Smaller businesses may not always spot where environmental legislation applies to them. On the other hand, sometimes smaller businesses have less bureaucracy and can be more responsive and entrepreneurial where there is a higher level of risk, but they don’t necessarily have the ability to invest. Upfront costs are often a barrier for smaller companies, whereas bigger companies have bigger budgets and potential for investment.”

Numatic, who make the ‘Henry’ vacuum cleaner brand and employ circa 1000 people at their Chard site, are implementing projects to meet a ‘zero-plastic waste to leave the site’ target. For example, Numatic are increasing the use of their own recovered plastic and recently launched a range of trollies made from recycled-post consumer resources.

Another interviewee, Professor Steve Evans from Cambridge University spent twelve years in industry and now works closely with companies on sustainable engineering and industrial systems, also elaborated on some of the organisational challenges:

“Energy managers in factories have a target about energy reduction/efficiency but their area of authority is often outside of the wall of the factory and inside the fence. They deal with boilers, solar panels on roofs but don’t mess with the production machinery. So energy managers may have the skills but are not invited into the production process.”

Figure 5: Barriers to your company doing more on the environment

Source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018

*Banott Neeraj, Enablers and Barriers to sustainable manufacturing, results from a survey of Researchers and Industry Professionals, 2015, https://ac.els-cdn.com/S2212827115000451/1-s2.0-S2212827115000451-main.pdf?_tid=893d75e0-ebea-4913-8114-538b9f8111&acdnat=1548247410_d4fd9e690dd95571237a580b5f3b

Source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018
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**Figure 6: Barriers to energy efficiency**
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- Company focus is on short-term returns
- No barriers
- Regarded as low priority by management
- Lack of skills/expertise to make potential changes
- Lack of awareness of what could be done
- Lack of customer demand
- UK law or tax regime creates impediments
- Investor attitudes

Source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018

**Figure 7: Barriers to resource efficiency**
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Source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018
For manufacturers struggling with the day-to-day realities of running a business, the arguments for going above and beyond regulator or customer requirements can seem a bit theoretical. However there are good reasons companies should be engaging in this agenda.

**Energy and resource efficiency**

71% of companies surveyed reported that the last environmental improvement they had carried out had reduced costs. This isn’t surprising given nearly 80% said that was a driver in making the change. The fact that not all expected costs savings are realised should however be a note of caution. It can sometimes be harder to get new equipment or practices to deliver the expected benefits immediately. Nonetheless, there are clear gains to be made.

Our interviewee Steve Evans also had an interesting view here, pointing out that companies often prefer to make an investment rather than simply think about how they could use existing resources more effectively. Psychologically this seems simpler than rethinking production processes.

Looking more broadly, research by Centrica suggests that if half of UK manufacturers switched to distributive energy models, which it defines as including energy efficiency, onsite generation, battery storage and demand side response, the cumulative annual savings would amount to £540 million. Not all of these technologies offer an immediate return and investments need to be carefully planned and with an eye to the ever-changing policy environment (see later).

However for companies with access to the right expertise or that can live with longer payback periods, there are additional benefits in terms of company image and, in areas with less reliable power supply, a backup source.

Initiatives aimed at reducing the use of other raw materials have similar financial benefits, both as a result of lower input costs and less waste being generated. Companies that are very exposed to import markets will see an extra value in being more resource efficient and less exposed to volatile market prices and exchange rates in changeable times.

**“Green” products, image and reputation**

For consumer-facing organisations, the arguments for action on sustainability are much more obvious and the risks of inaction more immediate.

In a recent global survey of 17,000 people, 56% described themselves as “green”, defined as “one who avoids environmentally harmful products, minimises waste, tries to save energy and chooses environmentally friendly products as often as possible”. It is becoming more important to consumers that goods or services come with “green” credentials. A 2015 survey by Nielsen showed that 66% of respondents were prepared to pay more for sustainable goods demonstrating a potential economic opportunity for environmentally sustainable product lines.

However, even companies that don’t sell direct to customers may increasingly be under pressure via the brands with which they interact. (See earlier comments on supply chain pressure.)

Furthermore, there is a growing body of evidence to suggest younger people are seeking careers in organisations that have a good reputation for corporate and social responsibility including environmental responsibility. If manufacturers want to train and retain the best staff, it is worth considering the benefits of being seen as a sustainability leader. Around a third of our sustainability survey respondents observed increased employee satisfaction as a result of their last investment, notably almost half said this particular benefit had been unexpected.

Manufacturers may also want to consider the changing policy landscape around hot topics such as air pollution and plastic waste. The Government’s 25 Year Plan (25 YP) for the Environment and its Resources and Waste Strategy will substantially change the way some businesses operate. Staying ahead of likely regulation such as that affecting packaging waste could lessen the impact further down the line. Manufacturers may also want to position themselves to take advantage of any resulting green procurement initiatives, where the Government is leading by example and making its purchases in an environmentally sustainable way.

Official stats on the low-carbon and environmental goods and services market in 2011 and 2012 put the UK sixth internationally with 3.7% of the total global market. Between those two years, there was an impressive 4.8% increase in UK sales to £128 billion. Unfortunately, that helpful work and more recent data sets aren’t directly comparable. Figures compiled by EU statisticians using different parameters have data from the Office of National Statistics on the low-carbon and environmental goods and services market in 2011 and 2012 putting the UK sixth internationally with 3.7% of the total global market. Between those two years, there was an impressive 4.8% increase in UK sales to £128 billion. Unfortunately, that helpful work and more recent data sets aren’t directly comparable. Figures compiled by EU statisticians using different parameters estimated UK output in the environmental goods and services sector at £87 billion in 2015, up £18bn from 2014. We also have data from the Office of National Statistics on the low-
carbon and renewable energy economy between 2014 and 2017, showing slight growth in turnover of related business activity to around £80 billion despite a changeable policy environment\textsuperscript{13}. Besides highlighting the lack of consistent statistics, this indicates already sizeable markets. With the UK and other countries’ commitments under the Paris Accord potentially becoming stronger plus recent public interest in other environmental issues, all the indications are that environmental markets will continue to grow.

**Investor attractiveness**

Members currently see investor pressure as a relatively limited driver of environmental improvement. The benefits of reducing further risks should not be underestimated.

Anita Lloyd, from Squire Patton Boggs, highlighted this as an important consideration:

“I think it’s rare these days to see a transaction where environmental considerations are not part of the due diligence. It is now far more common for due diligence exercises to cover questions such as environmental complaints, laws, permits and that they know what is coming over the horizon. There is also an element of future proofing – so not just current compliance but future compliance. Even though environment is often included in initial due diligence questionnaires these days, we still find people getting caught out with regimes that they didn’t realise they were subject to. The packaging waste regime for example, people often think it’s about handling packaging waste but it is actually about packaging handled or sold through their businesses.” Anita Lloyd

Institutional investors are also paying much more attention to environmental issues as can be seen by the growing number of initiatives in this area from the long-established Carbon Disclosure Project, through to the Taskforce for Climate-Related Disclosure and UK government’s own Green Finance Taskforce\textsuperscript{14}. Some investors have seen environmental management as a proxy for good management more generally but these kinds of projects are more focused on avoiding future financial risks – the risk for instance of ‘stranded assets’ that no longer have value because of changing regulatory or consumer markets.

Most of the news stories around divestment on environmental grounds have been around oil and gas but this could spread to other sectors, particularly energy intensive sectors such as the steel industry\textsuperscript{15}.

**Circular aspirations**

Some of the most forward-thinking companies in this area are embracing the concept of the circular economy where products and materials are kept in use for longer and fed back into production at the end of their lifecycles rather than being disposed of. This can include use of recycled materials and enabling recycling but goes much further, including exploration of entirely new business models.

Some of these business models also have wider business benefits. Famous examples include Rolls Royce's power by the hour model of service provision and Interface's carpet rental option. Among Make UK’s membership there are also companies that remanufacture parts or whole products, issuing them again with full warranties as new, and that take back and re-sell their products when customers no longer need them. The Brew project run by Wrap a couple of years ago highlights more firms considering these kinds of business models ranging from tyre companies to manufacturers of stairlifts and cars\textsuperscript{16}.

The advantages of more service-based models include closer relationships with customers and retention of valuable resources. As the figure below shows, they can also bring in a more regular stream and are well-suited to the age of the Internet of Things where products can be monitored and adjusted remotely.

**Circular business model benefits**

(technical products)

At the broader scale, analysis from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation has estimated that transition to more circular transport, food and built environment systems across Europe, making use of the latest disruptive technologies, could save up to €900bn by 2030, increasing household income by £3,000 a year and halving CO2 emissions below current levels\textsuperscript{17}.

\textsuperscript{13}https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/datasets/lowercarbonandrenewableenergycarbonandrenewableenergyeconomyindirectestimatesdataset

\textsuperscript{14}http://greenfinanceinitiative.org/green-finance-taskforce/


\textsuperscript{16}Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, Growth Within

\textsuperscript{17}Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015, Growth Within
Implementing change

Discussion with members and our interviewees suggests the companies that are leaders on sustainability tend to have a few key characteristics:

1. **Real board-level interest and drive:**

Strong direct from the board was cited as a driver of environmental improvement in more than a quarter of cases in our sustainability survey and slightly over half of respondents said they had a strong board level champion for climate and environmental issues. This was also an issue discussed by our interviewee Paul Leinster, who noted it would vary as a factor from company to company:

"What is the cost driver? There are some companies that will do things because they believe it is morally right to do it. I would say that is primarily going to be owner operator businesses or you get to a certain size and in fact that is your business model – body shop for example. For most, certainly listed companies, then people are taking much harder nosed decisions about it and in that situation, there needs to be a strong financial element to it because otherwise they are not maximising shareholder value potentially." Professor Paul Leinster

Another interviewee gave the example of Toyota UK, which has committed very seriously to energy efficiency and consistently reduced consumption by 8% year on year. The bulk of this reduction was due to creative and strategic thinking about the production process. For example, machines are turned off during breaks and operators are supported by a sign in obvious view. The main cost of this change is management time and required support to run throughout a business from top to bottom.

2. **Long term planning.**

Almost 70% of respondents to our survey agreed that long-term planning was needed within companies in order to achieve improvements in energy, material/resource or environmental performance.

3. **Willingness to learn and compare performance against other companies**

Some companies are also more engaged with wider business management trends and have more capacity to consider new ways of working.

Steve Evans who has worked with a number of companies says the following:

"If they asked me what should I do - I would tell them to go and visit other factories and copy the good things they find there. At the moment the ability to be resource efficient is a weak muscle but once it’s been flexed a few times it will become stronger...

“There is a common and simple way of thinking that says, if I want my water to be cleaner, I will have to spend more money on equipment – but that’s only one way of looking at it. If you go and look at the leading organisations you see that they solved the problem a different way, for example they got rid of the dirty process or got it under more control, which is just good old fashioned engineering, and they didn’t have to spend thousands on a new filter – instead they spent a few minutes thinking.” Steve Evans
HOw can policymakers incentivise environmental improvement in the manufacturing sector?

It is in everyone’s interest for environmental policy to be well-designed, supporting business to make sustainable decisions rather than creating unnecessary regulatory hurdles or adding costs that don’t effectively drive change. Brexit provides an opportunity to review the regulatory environment and ensure appropriate long-term goals are in place to guide investment and that environmental outcomes are being achieved as effectively as possible. However, manufacturers are not keen to see divergence from EU standards in areas relating to products.

What do manufacturers think of the current policy framework?

Conversations with manufacturers show they find the current regulatory landscape crowded, confusing and complex. Just to take energy efficiency as an example, there is the Climate Change Levy and option for some to avoid it via Climate Change Agreements, the Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme, Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting and the EU Emissions Trading System. Then there are (much appreciated) new funding programmes aimed at fuel switching, industrial heat recovery and industrial energy transformation. BEIS meanwhile is consulting on a new scheme for improving energy efficiency in SMEs, with options including a system mimicking the existing ECO programme for households and a new auction-based programme.

Manufacturers tell us that multiple overlapping schemes in the same area, even if they are individually quite light-touch, drain their resources and can prevent more practical action to improve environmental performance. The majority also say that it is not quick or simple to find appropriate guidance on environmental regulations.

“One of the challenges for industry is that due to cuts in funding for the Environment Agency and Defra, a lot of the industry guidance that previously helped people comply with rules, regulations and good practice was withdrawn. For example pollution prevention guidelines in England (which are still available for Scotland and Northern Ireland). As a consequence we refer to the European guidance and that doesn’t necessarily answer the question. I think that creates more uncertainty compared to things like health and safety law where there are approved codes of practice and guidance.” Environment manager, Make UK member company

Linked to this is the view that climate change policies, and environment policies more generally, still largely add to costs and decrease international competitiveness, rather than stimulating new markets (see figure 9 below). The situation has improved recently, the ‘low-carbon economy’ at least conjures up the image of electric vehicles as well as wind turbines, but manufacturers in many sectors still need to be convinced that they will see real benefits from decarbonisation and environmental management.

It’s clear that Brexit might be an opportunity to streamline some aspects of environmental regulation and this is something that the majority of our sustainability survey respondents’ agreed with.

However, that change must be approached very carefully, given close trading ties with the EU and need for regulatory continuity. Manufacturers also want product-related regulations, for instance around chemicals or product energy efficiency, to remain aligned with those of the EU to avoid manufacturing multiple products for multiple markets or being undercut domestically by poor-quality imports.

A strong foundation

One of the biggest complaints we hear is regarding uncertain policy environments. This has been very evident in conversations around air pollution, with government policy a decade ago encouraging diesel vehicles and now a perception that the situation has changed very quickly and no defence is offered by government of even the most modern and lowest emitting diesel cars. Similarly proposals put forward by Ofgem on electricity network charges over the past year are undermining the investment signal for onsite electricity generation and demand management, despite Government ostensibly supporting both. These examples also highlight the need for cross-government collaboration. In addition, more clarity is needed where there are key infrastructure decisions to be made that could affect business investment, for instance on whether hydrogen or electrification will predominantly be used to decarbonise heat.

“Providing regulatory and policy certainty is critical really. If things keep changing every time there is a different minister with different ideas that doesn’t provide the right policy landscape. So, we don’t just need policy direction but some vision of how that might be achieved in practice.” Environment manager, Make UK member company

Last year a report by the Aldersgate Group on the effectiveness of environmental regulation reached the same conclusion, arguing that innovation is more likely to occur where impacts on business are over the long term with sufficient timescales.
to allow businesses to adapt and pitched at the right scale (e.g., across the whole EU market for car tailpipe emissions standards.

Although not perfect, the EU has created a relatively stable framework for environmental policymaking. Leaving could present a risk to this and we are therefore supportive of the approach taken by Government in developing the Environment Bill. However, at the moment, the Bill is reliant on the targets set out in five-yearly Environmental Improvement Plans; this could mean that targets change every time the government changes.

Ultimately, manufacturers don’t want deregulation just good, stable and well-enforced rules that take into account business reality.

**Alignment with business needs**

Obvious as it sounds, the environmental world sometimes seems to forget that environmental regulation is only one of many drivers affecting company behaviour. It doesn’t help that civil servants often cycle through some environment-related roles in quick succession. For business almost everything comes back to financial viability, be it directly when talking about funding or when discussing more intangible issues such as the ability to attract skilled employees. They have other broader refurbishment timetables to coordinate environmental action with and those that are trying to compete internationally can’t pass on any additional UK-only costs to their customers. The latter is a problem not just with direct action on climate change by industry but also with the costs passed on from the electricity sector which have pushed up UK electricity prices to some of the highest in Europe. Recently we have seen a more supportive approach from Government with the funds mentioned earlier to support energy efficiency and decarbonisation measures. These are very welcome as they shorten payback periods enabling these investments to compete internally. They could also help counter high electricity prices for some firms. However, they remain piecemeal and one-off measures.

For some companies there are strong reputational drivers to improve environmental performance and risks associated with poor management. This can be capitalised by encouraging these firms to look to their supply chains as well as their own performance.

In theory, policies aimed at greening end products satisfy consumer demand while also creating pull factors along supply chains including public procurement initiatives and green building standards. They are also less likely to have a detrimental effect on international competitiveness as all products placed on the UK market are treated equally. This is in contrast to controls on processes, which affect only producers based here — direct controls on carbon emissions from plant for instance — and offer no advantage in global markets. However, attempts to further expand product-based initiatives need to be taken on a case-by-case basis to check that they do not have unforeseen consequences and take into account lifecycle impacts. They must also not overlap with similar EU measures after Brexit.

**Figure 9: UK Govt climate and energy policy**

- Is too complex
- Pushes up our costs
- Doesn’t take a holistic approach where different policies have overlaps and trade-offs
- Makes our company less competitive internationally
- Has no real effect on our company
- Is poorly enforced
- Is appropriate despite any short-term negative impacts on UK businesses
- Changes too regularly
- Gives us an opportunity to distinguish our products from competitors
- Helps open up markets for new products, but these are not products we offer or plan to offer
- Helps open up markets for new products that my company offers, or plans to offer shortly
- Makes our company less likely to invest in the UK than in other countries

Source: Climate and Energy Survey 2018
What does government need to do differently?

With that in mind we recommend the following:

- Brexit could be an opportunity to streamline some climate and environmental policy tools without diminishing environmental outcomes.

- The UK should remain closely aligned with EU product-related policies.

- The Environment Bill needs a mechanism for setting long-term targets, where the duties falling to different actors are obvious well in advance.

- Greater effort is needed to highlight and build market opportunities for environmental goods and services, including ‘circular’ business models.

- If successful, new funding programmes such as the Industrial Energy Transformation Fund should be put on a long-term footing and there should be a preference for more supportive policies of these types.

- Government should try and find ways to tap into existing company behaviour to avoid regulation, for instance exempting companies with voluntary certification from some regulatory requirements, and encouraging supply chain collaboration.

- Similarly, policymakers should consider where they can help create markets for sustainable goods beyond those created by EU legislation. However, this should be approached on a case-by-case basis.
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